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What is a galaxy?

Collection of 
stars and gas

David Dayag



How do stars form? In cold clouds

NASA/JPL-Caltech STScI



Gas consumption is fast

•Galaxies consume gas within 1Gyr

•Star formation is observed over much longer times

•Needs refuelling



Where is the gas?

Tumlinson+ 2017



Or, much clumpier?

van de Voort+ 2019 

Peeples+ 2019 



How is cold gas 
distributed?



Accretion 
from the 
cosmic web?



Expulsions 
from the 
galaxy?



Are there any constraints?

• Observations tell us cold gas is widespread

• Pin pricks through the CGM show 

high covering fractions



How does the cold gas survive?

•Frequent expulsions from the galaxy?

•Continuous accretion from the cosmic web

•Some other mechanism



How does the cold gas survive?

•Frequent expulsions from the galaxy?

•Continuous accretion from the cosmic web

•Some other mechanism: rapid cooling



Need a model to study this

Cold galactic gas hit by a 
hot wind



Cloud-wind interactions

->Blob test



Shear forces
->Destroyed



Rapid cooling

-> growth



Wind
𝑛𝐻 = 10−4cm−3

𝑇 = 106K

Cloud
𝑛𝐻 = 10−2cm−3

𝑇 = 104K

ℳ = 1.5

𝑡𝑐𝑐 = 𝜒
𝑅

𝑣



Cooling is important

Gronke+ 2018



Clouds can grow under 
the right conditions

𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 < 𝑡𝑐𝑐



Tonnesen+ 2021

Can also see an 
entire galaxy as a 
cloud



Physics!

Huang+ 2020
Radiation 

Forbes+ 2019
Queue of clouds

Banda-
Barragán+ 
2017
Magnetic 
fields

Banda-
Barragán+ 
2017
Turbulent 
magnetic 
fields

Armillota+ 
2017
Thermal 
conduction

Armillota+ 
2017
no 
conduction

Gronke+ 
2018
Slow 
cooling

Gronke+ 
2018
Fast 
cooling



Five different hydrodynamical solvers

• SPHENIX-SPH

• Moving mesh (AREPO)

• Meshless finite mass (GIZMO)

• Meshless finite volume (GIZMO)

• Grid (ATHENA++)

Hopkins 2015



Grid

SPH

Meshless finite mass 

Meshless finite volume

Moving mesh



Mass and temperature



Grid mixes 
twice as fast!



Artificial conduction 
in grid codes



This is below the 
resolution scale



The code mixes 
to the resolution 
scale



Artificial conduction 
gives more mixed gas 
and a quicker cloud 
destruction



Mass and temperature



SPH  

Borrow+ 2020

Adaptive smoothing 
increases resolution in 
high density regions

There is no
numerical diffusion



More diffusion



Diffusion is not the 
only problem

Why is the SPH 
cloud unable to 
fragment



•Clearly more going on than just diffusion

•Perhaps the resolution difference with the wind means 
it’s hard to find neighbours



Adding more particles in 
the wind helps slightly



Borrow+ 2020Springel+ 2010

Moving mesh and SPH both
produce good mixing in the 
Kelvin Helmholtz instability



SPH

SPH wind

Lower density 
contrast 
resolves the 
difference



Conclusion

•We can understand observed differences

•Grid codes overmix

•SPH has trouble with high density contrasts



Create a gradient 
density profile



Observational predictions

• Is the covering fraction similar?

•What is the impact on observed ions?



Covering fractions



Covering 
fractions 
differ widely

Grid shows 
spurious features



Covering fractions



Low ions trace cold 
gas

High ions trace 
intermediate 
temperature gas



Conclusion

•Choice of hydrodynamical method has a large impact 
on predicted quantities

• Ion fractions in the same phase can differ per method


